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Following the Chernobyl accident, computerised systems for off-site management and
response in case of a nuclear accident were developed and installed in many European coun-
tries. Some of the systems are in use in only one country, whereas other systems have found
broader application in Europe. Examples of these systems are IMIS (D), ARGOS (DK), run-
ning in Denmark, Lithuania and Poland and RODOS, a real-time on-line decision support
system for nuclear emergency management in Europe, which is now installed for operational
or test-operational use in many European countries [1]. During the development and installa-
tion phases of these decision support systems the necessity emerged, that there is a need for an
intensive feedback between developers and users. Therefore, under the 5th Framework Pro-
gramme of the European Commission a network has been installed to intensify the communi-
cation and increase the understanding between the operational community and the many and
diverse disciplines involved in R&D for improvement, extension and integration of operatio-
nal decision support systems for nuclear emergency management, called DSSNET [2]. This
poster demonstrates how the network is organised, namely with different workgroups, exerci-
ses and meetings. Each working group addresses one of seven work packages: - Preparation
and conduct of exercises (WP1), - User interfaces, results and interaction with decision ma-
kers (WP2), - Exchange of data information relevant for decision-making (WP3), System
functions, networks and processing of on-line data (WP4), European database (WP5), Coor-
dination of the network (WP6), Hydrological modelling (WP7). 

Main focus is given to WP4, in which information of on-line monitoring from more
than 10 European counties is collected. Information was collated with the help of questionnai-
res which are send out on a regular basis. The evaluation of the various questionnaires sum-
marises the different systems in use for stack monitoring, retrieving on-line meteorological
data and measurements from fixed and mobile off site monitoring systems. 
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